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These collection prices are list prices. Consortium and multi-site pricing is available on request. For more 
information about purchase options or for a customized quotation, please contact our Sales department 
at sales-us@brill.com (the Americas) or sales-nl@brill.com (Europe, Middle East, Africa and Asia-Pacific).

The Brill Journal Archives Online provide specif ic benef its to both researchers and librarians:

-  Titles include predecessors
-  Collections include Open Access 
 materials (not charged) 
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Collection

BRILL Collection
Humanities & Social Sciences Collection
International Law & Human Rights Collection
Science Collection

Collection

BRILL Collection
Humanities & Social Sciences Collection
International Law & Human Rights Collection
Science Collection

Part 1 (1850-1999)

Part 2 (2000-2014)

Researchers
-   Complete access to all available content of leading 

academic journals in the humanities, social sciences, 
international law & human rights and biology & science.

-   A unique historical perspective on research in these f ields, 
which benef its research being carried out today.

-   Full-text search options for the entire archive collection.
-   Responsive design enables a positive user experience   

on mobile devices.

Librarians
-   Cost-effective access to the complete history    

of journals to support research and teaching.
-   Flexible purchasing options are available,   

including title-by-title licenses
-   No platform fees.
-   Save shelf space on archival copies of relevant journals.
-   Data feeds to all major discovery services are provided   

by Brill, which improve discoverability and usage.
-   Compliant with COUNTER usage statistics.

The Brill Journal Archives Online offer access to over 6,300 volumes of nearly 270 scholarly journals. 
They consist of two parts, the f irst covering the 19th and 20th centuries and the second covering
the start of the 21st century up to and including 2014.

2018 Pricing



Brill Journal Archives Online (2018)

Discount by Purchase Year
Libraries that have purchased the Brill  Journal Archives Online in 
previous years, but would like to add the materials added to the 
collections since their purchase to their holdings, can make use 
of a discount determined by purchase year. Discounts on the 2018 
collection price are applicable depending on the year of the original 
purchase. The remaining charge reflects the value of the added 
content since the year of the original purchase. Added content is 
the sum of added volumes of existing journals, new journals and 
journals moved to Brill.
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WHERE TO ORDER

Or contact your  Library Supplier.
For General Order Information and 
Terms and Conditions please go to 

brill.com

Online Resources and 
Primary Sources
  
Customers outside the Americas 
BRILL
P.O. Box 9000
2300 PA Leiden
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)71-53 53 500
F +31 (0)71-53 17 532
sales-nl@brill.com
 

Customers in the Americas
BRILL
2 Liberty Square, 11th Floor
Boston, MA 02109
United States
T 1-617-263-2323
F 1-617-263-2324
sales-us@brill.com

Features
The Brill Journal Archives Online are hosted on the BrillOnline 
Books and Journals platform and offer all the features our users 
have grown accustomed to: full text search, extensive linking and 
other navigation tools, full text PDF downloads, and saving and 
printing facilities. Brill is a CROSSREF member and SHIBBOLETH, 
and COUNTER compliant. Brill has a long-term archival and 
preservation agreement with the Royal Dutch Library (KB) and with 
Portico (USA).

Purchase Options
Although access to the journal archives of individual journals is 
included in a journal’s current subscription, institutional customers 
may wish to consider purchasing the whole collection or subject-
specif ic collections. The purchase option guarantees perpetual 
access to all the content in the Brill Journal Archives Online. 

Archival Access Rights Included in Current Subscriptions 
Libraries have automatic access to the archival content of all 
journals currently subscribed to, and will continue to have access to 
archival content for as long as subscriptions are maintained.
Should a library decide to discontinue its subscription to a Brill 
journal, access to the archival content of that particular journal 
will be disabled. However, in line with Brill’s archival policy, access 
to all subscribed volumes purchased since 2,000 continues after 
cancellation.


